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The aim of the present paper is to obtain estimates of the speed of convergence in 
the central limit theorem in Rk for variation distance valid when (truncated) 
pseudo-moments are small enough. Together with the integral type estimates of 
Bhattacharya and Sweeting [5,6] the results of this paper lead to the integral type 
estimates in terms of pseudo-moments. Similar (but somewhat less general) results 
were anounced in [ 11. 
The aim of the present paper is to obtain estimates of the speed of 
convergence in the central limit theorem in Rk for variation distance valid 
when (truncated) pseudo-moments are small enough. Together with the 
integral type estimates of Bhattacharya and Sweeting [5,6] the results of this 
paper lead to the integral type estimates in terms of pseudo-moments. Similar 
(but somewhat less general) results were announced in [ 11. 
The following notation is used. For x = (xi ,..., xk), y = (yi ,..., yk) we put 
as usual (x, y) = Cf=i xiyi, lx]= (x,x)“*. By S,, r > 0 we denote the 
sphere {x E Rk: Ix] < r}. If ~1 is a signed measure, then 1~11 is its variation and 
p”, n being a nonnegative integer, is its n-fold convolution with itself. N,, 
T > 0, stands for the normal probability measure in Rk with mean 0 and 
covariance matrix T-‘I (1 is the (k x k)-identity matrix); qr. is the density 
function corresponding to N, and N = N,, q~ = pi. By G we denote the class 
of nonnegative functions on [0, co) such that g(xi) Q g(x2), xi/g(xJ < 
x2/dx2) for xl <x2 and g( 1) = 1. When the area of integration is not 
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indicated, it is understood that the integration is over the whole space. By a’, 
1 being a nonnegative integer, we mean an Zth partial derivative and 
a I,..., u, = mxu, --+ c?x~,. Finally ~(a.-), with or without indices, denotes a 
constant depending only on the indicated parameters (the same symbol may 
be used for different constants). 
THEOREM 1. Let X,, X,,... be a sequence of independent random 
variables with values in Rk with common distribution P having mean m and 
nondegenerate covariance matrix V. Denote by P, the distribution of 
n -1’2V-“2 C: (X, - m) and by Q the normal (m, V) distribution. Let 
v, = 
I IV-"'(x-m)l<n"* 
1 V-l/*(x - m)l’ IP - Ql (dx) 
+ n’/* j IV-“‘(x-m)[*IP-Ql(dx) 
IV -“2W-m)l>n”2 
= 
I lx,<n,,‘lx13 IF-NI v-e + ,I’* I,xl>nl,2 I4’l~-~l v-4, 
where P’ is the distribution of V-‘/*(X, - m), Then 
(i) A, = (P, -N( (Rk) 
< Ck-+,;/(k+3) 
A,=JP,-iV)(Rk) 
<A: + c(n)k3’*v,, n > 2. 
(ii) There exist two positive constants c,, c2 such that if 




then for all n > (k + 3)/k 
A < c k3/*v n-‘I*. It\* n (4) 
Remark. It is easy to check that v, < v,+ ,, n = 1,2 ,... . 
Proof Without loss of generality we may suppose that m = 0, V = I. The 
general case is reduced to this one if one consider the sequence 
V-“‘(X, - m), V-l/*(X2 - m),... . 
For a proof of (1) see [2,3]. Let us prove (2) (cf. [4, Lemma 21). 
Denoting by 9 the class of Bore1 subsets of Rk we have 
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UP) A” = s;P IP”(4 - N(A)1 
= slip IP”(n”‘A) - W(nW)I 
=stlp 2 ‘: 
IO J=l J 
(P - NY’ * N(“-jyd’*A) 
< s;p I(P - iV)“(n”‘A)I 
+sllJpIj[(P-N)*N](d’%-x) 
n-1 
x ,?I ( 0 
J (P-N)‘- 1 * N”-j-ydx)) / 
~(1/2)(IP-Nl(~~))“$c(n)s~l(~-~)*N(A)I. (5) 
To estimate the last term in (5) we consider a somewhat more general 
expression, special cases of which will be dealt with below. Letfbe a smooth 
(three times continuously differentiable) real function on Rk and put 
For a fixed positive integer n define 
P(“,(.) = P(?P -), H, = PC,, - Nnw. 
Noting that 
j H,(~x) = (xiH,(dx) = ,~x~x,H,(~x) = 0, i, j = L..., k, 
using Taylor’s formula and the elementary inequality C;=, lxi\ < k”’ jx / 
valid for x = (x1 ,..., x,J E Rk we have 
f(x) H, V-4 
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(6) 
where max is taken over all derivatives of order r. Finally observing ine- 
qualities 
i s,lx”lww=~-“Zj s ” 
1,2 lx13 P-N WI 
(7) 
we deduce 
w-3’2 + jscISOl IH,I (dx). (8) 
1 
We use now (8) to finish the proof of (2). Substituting in (8), 
f(x) = N(B -x), where B is a fixed Bore1 set, n = 1 and noting that 
< i la’&>l dz 
< G r = 0, 1,2,3, 
we obtain 
I(P - iV) * N(B)1 < ck3’2v,. (9) 
Inequality (9) together with (5) and (1) imply (2). 
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To prove assertion (ii) of the theorem we shall use induction on n. For n 
equal to the smallest integer >(k + 3)/k, (ii) follows from (i). To prove (ii) 
for any Iz > (k + 3)/k we define as before PC,,,(.) = I’@“*.) and consider the 
representation 
P, - N = P;,,, - N;,,z 
n-1 
where 
= -& (Pfn, * N”,;;:‘-‘) * H, 
n-2 
Vi = Hi * Ntt, i = 0 ,..., n - 2, Hi = Pfn, - Nfi,,z, i = l,..., n - 1, 
Ho=&, ti = (n/(n - i - l))“‘, i = O,..., n - 2 
(11) 
and 6, is the probability measure concentrated at the origin. 
Fix a Bore1 set A and denote 
Vi(X) = v&4 - x) 
= H,(A - z) Q(Z - x) dz, i = O,..., n - 2. 
We see that ui(x) are smooth functions and for their derivatives we have 
I a’vi(X)l = j Hi(A - Z) a’~,,(Z - X) dX 
< C iE$ I Hi I (B> j I a’rPti(Z)I dZ 
(cA,tT, i = O,..., n - 2 
(where A, = 1) since 
1 la’c~,(x)l dx < cf, 
t > 0. 
Using now (8) with f = vi we obtain 
I vi * HI@ )I = 1 ‘J,(X) H,(h) 
< ck312 A,t:v,n-3f2 , i = O,..., n - 2. (12) 
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Furthermore, the inductive assumption and an obvious argument imply 
A < c k3/2v.i-‘/2 
i\2 I 3 i>(k+3)/k 
< 2, i> 1 
and 
ti < c if i < (k + 3)/k, i < n - 2. 
For i = n - 1 by (i) and the inductive assumption 
(13) 
<cc kl/2V~+k/(k+3+,-1/l 
12 n (14) 
Summing (12), (14), using the above observations and the inequality 
n-2 
Y t!i-‘12 < cn 
,T, 
(15) 
we have (see (10)) 
A,, < c2k3’2vnn-“2[c(c;’ + k3’2v, + k-‘v;“k+3))] 
< c2k3’2v,n-*‘2[c(c;’ + c, + c:‘(~+~)] (16) 
(in the last inequality, (3) was used). Choosing cr, c2 in such a way that the 
expression in square brackets in (16) is less than 1 we obtain (4). The 
theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 2. In the notation of Theorem 1 for any p > 0, q > 0 there 
exist constants c,(p, q, k) < c, kp3/, c,(p, q, k) such that if 
v, < c,(P, q, k), (17) 
then for any g E G 
I 14”[g(14)lq P, - NI (h) 
< c,(p, q, k)[v,n-“2 + v,,,n-@-2”2], 
where 
V n.g = %,JP, 4) 
= 
I 
1 Y-‘/*(x - m)lP[ g(l Vpl’*(x - m)l n-1’2)]q JP- Ql (dx) 
(18) 
= f Ixl”[ g(lxl n-“2)]q IF-- NI (dx). 
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ProoJ As in the proof of Theorem 1 it is enough to consider the case 
m = 0, V= I. We may also suppose that v,,~ < co since otherwise (17) is 
trivial. 
The proof uses induction on n. For n = 1 the assertion of the theorem is 
obvious. To prove it for n > 1 we consider representation (10) with notation 
(11). 
Clearly 
I 14”M14)lq IP, -NJ @XI 
= pg 
II 
w 14”[dlxl)lq(p, -N)w 9 (1% 
where ST is the class of all real Bore1 measurable functions h on Rk with 
supx I WI < 1. 
Denote 
WI(x)= h(x+ y)lx+ YIp[g(lx+ Yl)14~r(~Y) I 
= h(x+y+u)Ix+y+ulP 
I 
x [ g(lx + Y + 24 I)l*~,b?Y) P,,(U) du 
= ~(Y+~)IY+zlP[g(lY+Zl)]*~,(dy)V)lr(Z-X)dZ. II 
By the elementary inequality 
(a + b)P[g(a + b)l* G cp,,{QPM41* + ~PM~)lq~ (20) 
(a > 0, b > 0, p > 0, q > 0), where cp,* = 2p+q-’ if p + q > 1 and cp,* = 1 if 
p + q < 1, and the obvious relation I H, I (R k, = A,, for the derivatives of 
wI(x) we have 
I ~‘d-4 Q J-1 IY + zlp[S(lY + zl)lq lHiI CdY) la’Piftz -xI dx 
Gcp,q II IYlp[s(lYl)lql~~l (~Ym’%,(wz 
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+ Ci,qAi 1 IZI”[dIZ/)Iq I~‘vQ(z)I dz. 
Furthermore denoting for brevity 




we have by the induction assumption 
5 I~Ip[~(lYllq IHil (dY) 
= (i/n)pl*[ g((i/n)“‘)l” j lzl”[ gi(lzl)l” IPi -NI (dz) 
< (i/n)p’2[ g((i/n)“*)lqc2(p, 4, k)[Vii-“* + Yi,gi] 
< C,(p, 4, k)[Vii-“* + in-lyn,g] 
and a simple calculation shows that 
Thus 
5 l~lp[g(l~l)lq l&(z)l dz < C(P, 4, 4f’-P if> 1 
la’wi(x)l< c(P, 4, k)[c2(p, 4, k)(v,i-I’* + in-‘y,,,) 
+ (IXI”[g(IXI)I” + l)Aiff* 
Now by (8) with f = wi and the obvious equation 
j 14p[g(lxl>1q w,t W) = eJ”,, 
(21) 
(22) 
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we obtain 
I j 




< c(p, q, k){ [c&h q, k)(vp* + W’y,,,) +A,] t;v,n-3’2 
+ n-‘Yn,gdi19 i = l,..., n - 2. (23) 
Furthermore, applying (20), Theorem 1, (21), (22), we have 
0) 14pM14)1qf4-, * HI (&I 
< cp,q 14”M14)lql~“-1 I v4 WI I Wk) 
+ cPd7 I 14”[~(lxl)1q WII (~)IHn-,I Wk) 
G c*,~ k2b, 4, kk,(n - 1)-l/* t Y,,,) ~:l(k+3) t n-l~,~i. (24) 
obtain (23) and the Finally considerations analogous to those used to 
obvious relation 
lead to the inequality 
n 
c’ < t, Q C” if n>2 
I j 
WI 14”[g(lxl)lq~o * H,W) 
< C(I), 9, k)(v, n - 1’2 + Y,,g). (25) 
Summing now (23)-(25) and observing (13), (15) and the inequality 
C:-’ i-l/2 ~ cn’/* we have (see (19), (10)) 
I 14p~&4)lq IPn - Nl WI 
< c(p,q, k){c*(E), 43 k)(v, + vkn'(k+3))(vnn - l'* + Y,.,) 
+ (v, t 1) V,n-1'2 t (V,n-1'2 + 1) Y&g} 
< C,(P, 47 WV, n - "2 + r,,,) [C(P, 4, k)(v, + vyk+ 3), 
t (v, + ~Yc,(P, 4, k)l. (26) 
683/12/3-S 
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Choosing cr(p, q, k) in (17) small enough and c,(p, q, k) large enough we 
can make the last expression in square brackets in (26) less than 1 which 
leads to (18). So the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY 1. Let q be a positive number. In the notation of Theorem 1 
if (17) is satisfied with c, (0, q, k), then for any Bore1 set A c R k we have 
[P,(A) - N(A)1 < ~~(0, q, k)(l + dq)-’ [G,,n-“’ + n-cq-2)‘2 
X ,x,<dn,,2 w P-w w f dqnq’2 j 
1x1 >dn’fl 
where d = in{(x], x E 3A} (3A is the boundary ofA) and 
;, = max(v,, ,,,miNl.knlW+3))). 
Proof: Denote 
x=A if O@A 
=AC if OEA 
and take g(u) = min(u, d), u > 0. Then 
dq P,(A) - W)I 
4 . [dlxl)l” IP, -NJ WI J 
Q ~~(0, q, k)[v,n-“2 + v,,pl 
. v,n-'/2 + n-(q-2)/2 
0 
,x,<dn,,2 1x1’ IF-4 WI 
. + dqnQ/2 
I ( x ,>dn,,21B-NI(dX)) 1’ 
These inequalities and Theorem 1 imply the corollary. 
Combining the above results with integral type estimates of the speed 
convergence in the central limit theorem in Rk (see [5] or [6]) we can obtain 
such integral type estimates in terms of pseudo-moments. For example the 
following results hold true. 
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COROLLARY 2. Let r be an integer 23 and g E G. For any real Bore/ 
measurable function f on Rk with 
Ilf*II = Su,P If(x) -fWl/(l + I4’dl4)) < 00 
we have 
f(x)V’, - Wdx) 
< c(r, k) Ilf* 1) (.$ + v,,,(r, 1) n-(r-2)‘2 + 1 $W(dx) , 
I 
where 
E, = vn -1’2, v = [xl3 IF-Iq (ak), 
i 
8, = fin - 1’2, $= max(v, ,pin(l.knl(k+3)) 
$G> = suPtf(xl) -.f(x,)l, I$ - XI < E,j = 1,2}. 
Proof. If v < c,(r, 1, k), then by Theorems 1 and 2 
f(xW,, - Wdx) < llf*ll I(1 + Ixl’g(l-4)) IP, - 4 WI 
< c(r, k) IIf* 11 (El,, + v&r, 1) K(+~“~). (27) 
If v > c,(r, 1, k), 
j Ix13 &I Q j Ixl”(l~- N WI + Wx)) 
< c(r, k)v (28) 
and in a similar way 
I IXl’g(lXl nl’*)W) Q vnJr, 1) + c(r, k)v. (29) 
The corollary follows immediately from (27)-(29) and Theorem 1 in [6]. 
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COROLLARY 3. In the notation of Corollary 2 for any real bounded 
Bore1 measurable function f on Rk 
I j f (x>P, - We) 
< c(r, k) wARk)(l + d’g(d))-‘(2, + vn&, 1) n-(r-2)‘2) 
+ e-cd2 co;;‘” (x) N(dx) , 
I 
where fc(x)=f(cx),c > 0, 
d=inf{]xl:f(x)#O}, 
q@k)=su~{lf(x)-f(~)l:x, yERkJ. 
The proof of this corollary is similar to the proof of Corollary 2, only 
instead of Theorem 1 one has to use Theorem 2 of [6]. 
Remark 1. After the results of this paper had been obtained and 
announced in [ 11, Senatov in [ 71 improved the constants in our Theorem 1. 
Namely, he replaced (3) by 
v, < 4 (3’) 
and, instead of (4), obtained 
A,, < c;v,n-‘/2. (4’) 
Note that our method with a sharper estimate at some point also gives this 
better constants (and removes k3’2 in (2)). To this aim instead of (8) one has 
to use the following refinement of it in a special case: for any bounded real 
Bore1 measurable function h(x) on Rk and any t > 0 denote 
f(x) =j h(y)dx- Y)~Y; (30) 
then 
< c(t3 + 1) sup [h(y)1 v,,K~'~ 
Y (8’) 
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(here Hi, v, are the same as in (8)). On the left-hand side of inequality (8’) 
we have a function of the form (30) instead of a general smooth function as 
in (8) and in the proof of Theorem 1 integrals with respect to H, of exactly 
such functions are to be estimated. We shall indicate now a proof of (8’). 
Having (S’), only trivial changes in our proof of Theorem 2 are needed to 
obtain (4’) under condition (3’). 
For any function f of the form (30) we have 
< c sup I h(z)1 lxl’f, r = 0, 1,2,3. 
I (31) 
Indeed for r = 3 (and similarly for other r) we can write 
+2 
c 
c xi’(yj-zj) t4 qqy-z)dz 
.= 1 )I 
,< sup /h(z)/ lx13 j [Ku, z>13t6 + (Ku, z>l + 2 I(v, z)l)t4] P,(Z) cf.2 .? 
where u = x/lx1 and vector u has components xj/(Ci”, , XT)“‘, j = I,..., k, 
and it remains only to note that for any vector w  E Rk of unit length 
j I(w, z)l'rp,(z)J dz = t-' j lu(y27ry2 e-UZ'2 du 
= c(r)F 
Inequalities (31) together with the first inequality in (6) and (7) imply (8’). 
Finally we note that a similar argument shows that in Theorem 2 one can 
take c,(p, 4, k) = c and 
c,(P, 4, k) = C(P, 4) r((p + q + k)P)[~(W)l - ‘. 
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Remark 2. Theorem l(i) and Remark 1 imply that if n < (k + 3)/k, then 
A, < c(k-“vf”‘(k+3’ + v,). 
One can show by examples that the power kn/(k + 3) in this inequality is 
unimprovable, i.e., one cannot replace it by a larger one. 
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